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MEDIATION—WEBINAR 9 APRIL 2021 3PM
The Courts are now able to insist on mediation prior to
the possession hearing whether Section 21 or Section 8
Notice (even for rent arrears).
Mike Morgan from PRS (Property Redress Scheme)
will outline the service they provide which will,
hopefully, circumvent the court using mediation as a

delaying tactic.
Please send questions to Ruth Clarke by 5 April.
A link will be sent to all CRLA members where we hold
an email address.
Ruth Clarke

POSSESSION
The Government has today announced that current
regulations restricting repossessions will remain in
force until the 31st May and then begin to taper off
from June, signalling the beginning of the end for
emergency measures in the sector.
We are, however, disappointed that nothing has been
done to address the rent debt crisis engulfing the sector.
A two-month extension of restrictions does not stop
debts from increasing.
What does this mean for landlords?
Today’s announcement means that until the 31st May
landlords will need to continue to give tenants six
months’ notice before they can repossess properties,
except where they serve a Section 8 notice using the
following grounds:
• Anti-social behaviour The anti-social behaviour
grounds 14 (24 hours' notice) or 7a (one
month's notice).
• False statements provided by the tenant The false
or fraudulent statement ground 17 (2 weeks’ notice)
but only if no other ground is cited.
• Over 6 months’ accumulated rent arrears Rent
arrears grounds 8, 10 and 11 (4 weeks’ notice) , but
only if the rent arrears are at least six months and no
other ground is cited.
• Breach of immigration rules under the ‘Right to
Rent’ policy or the tenant has passed away (3

months’ notice).
The restrictions on repossessions will start to taper off
from the start of June. The detail has yet to be
published, and naturally we will continue to make
strong representations on behalf of our members.
Until 31st May bailiffs and High Court Enforcement
Officers will not be able to enforce possession orders
apart from in the following situations:
• Where a possession claim is against trespassers who
are persons unknown to the landlord.
• Where possession has been granted because of an
anti-social behaviour ground (14 or 7a) after serving
a Section 8 notice.
• Where possession has been granted after serving a
Section 8 notice on a rent arrears ground (8, 10 and/
or 11) and the arrears total at least six months.
• Where the possession order has been granted on the
basis of ground 17 after serving a Section 8 notice.
It is therefore preferable that where notice needs to be
given, the correct ground is used.
From NRLA

We have a speaker on High Court
Enforcement booked for our May on-line
Meeting

LAWYERS CONCERNED ABOUT ‘TAPERING’ OF
LATEST EVICTION BAN
The Law Society says it’s concerned about how the
government will taper the end of the eviction ban, now
extended until late May.
Housing Secretary Robert Jenrick says what follows the
end of the ban will depend on the success of
Coronavirus measures and the government’s roadmap
out of lockdown.
The Law Society has given the measure a guarded
welcome but president David Greene says: “We
welcome the news that some tenants who are struggling
and would otherwise be facing eviction will be able to
stay in their homes until the summer, particularly given
the lockdown, the new variants of the virus and the
vaccine programme working its way across England.
“However, it should be noted that those with significant
rent arrears are exempt from the ban, and, as time goes
on, it’s likely that more tenants will be evicted as a
result of increasing amounts of overdue rent.
“Eventually, fewer tenants will be protected by the ban

and may become homeless.
“When the government begins to taper off these
measures on June 1 it needs to ensure protection is
given to both tenants and landlords and ensure legal aid
is available to as many tenants as possible.”
Greene says the tapering of the ban suggests eviction
cases may again begin to be heard in civil courts.
From Letting Agent Today
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WHO CAN CARRY OUT YOUR EICR?
Government provide some guidance on how to find a
qualified and competent person to carry out the
inspection and test of the electrical installation, which
can be seen under section 5 here: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/electrical-safety-standards-inthe-private-rented-sector-guidance-for-landlords-tenants
-and-local-authorities/guide-for-landlords-electricalsafety-standards-in-the-private-rented-sector
These Regulations require landlords to have the
electrical installations in their properties inspected and
tested by a person who is qualified and competent, at
least every 5 years.
Guidance has been produced by the electrical safety
industry that covers how landlords can choose a
qualified and competent inspector and tester. This
includes, but is not limited to:
Electrical Safety Roundtable
Registered Competent Person Electrical single mark and
register
Membership of the above schemes is not compulsory
but does prove that the electrician is trained to the
appropriate standards and that the electrician is aware of
compliance issues.
When commissioning an inspection, in order to
establish if a person is qualified and competent
landlords can:
• check if the inspector is a member of a competent
person scheme; or
• require the inspector to sign a checklist certifying
their competence, including their experience,
whether they have adequate insurance and hold a
qualification covering the current version of the
Wiring Regulations and the periodic inspection,
testing and certification of electrical installations.
The checklist should confirm that the inspector has:
• Adequate insurance.
• At least £2 million public liability insurance and
• £250,000 professional indemnity insurance.
• A qualification covering the current version of the
wiring regulations (BS 7671).
• A qualification covering the periodic inspection,

testing and certification of electrical installations.
At least two years’ experience in carrying out
periodic inspection and testing.
Failure to have a valid EICR after 1 April can lead
to the landlord and/or their agent facing a fine or a
civil penalty notice which could be as high as
£30,000.
Many members are finding it challenging to ensure the
EICR is completed in time due to tenants refusing entry
to the property.
If this is a problem you are facing you should:
• Keep a written record of all attempts to arrange the
electrical check together with the written refusal by
your tenant
• Where an electrician has visited the property and
been refused entry ensure that you have a written
report on the electrician’s headed notepaper.
• Keep these documents with the tenancy paperwork
Electricians are very busy at the moment and you may
be having difficulties finding someone to undertake the
work. If this is your problem keep a record of all
companies contacted including dates and person
contacted at that company. Once again, keep this with
your paperwork.
Remember that there are companies who offer benefits
(including discounts) to CRLA members, their details
are listed in every newsletter in the Members Benefits
section and are listed in the CRLA Website Trade
Directory.
Ruth Clarke
•

Remember the deadline for the five
yearly EICR Report to be in place for
ALL tenanted properties is 1 April 2021

A copy of all pages of the report must be
given to the tenant and a receipt
evidencing that should be kept with the
tenancy paperwork

LANDLORDS AND AGENTS REMINDED ABOUT
‘BREATHING SPACE’ LAWS EFFECTIVE FROM MAY
ARLA Propertymark is reminding agents about the
controversial Breathing Space legislation coming into
effect on May 4.
The new rules are known as the Breathing Space
Moratorium and Mental Health Crisis Moratorium)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2020 - approved by
MPs in the middle of the Coronavirus crisis, in October
2020.
They pause enforcement action on specific individuals
from creditors - including of course letting agents - and
have the effect of completely freezing charges, fees and
certain interest on qualifying debts for up to 60 days.
There is a longer-lasting moratorium for people

receiving mental health treatment. A mental health
moratorium lasts as long as a person’s mental health
crisis treatment, plus 30 days.
A breathing space cannot be started unilaterally by a
tenant - It can only be started by a debt advice
provider authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority
to offer debt counselling, or by a local authority which
already provides debt advice to residents.
An individual can have a Breathing Space moratorium
only once every 12 months, but there is no limit to the
number of times that an individual can enter a mental
health crisis moratorium.
(Continued on page 6)
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LANDLORDS AND AGENTS REMINDED ABOUT
‘BREATHING SPACE’ LAWS EFFECTIVE FROM MAY
ARLA’s latest statement on the issue, made on the
association website, says that from May 4 letting agents
- as well as landlords and other creditors - must pause
enforcement actions when they are notified about a
moratorium.
ARLA says: “Agents must also conduct a reasonable
search of their records for any additional debt(s) owed
to them by the debtor, as they may be eligible to be

added to the moratorium. Creditors must decide what
constitutes a reasonable search, based on their
circumstances.”
Ahead of the scheme’s commencement, the government
has announced that landlords should consider whether
they need to make any changes to their systems and
processes to comply with the regulations.
From Landlord Today

FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS
A member query led me to review the information on
the CRLA website regarding furnishings.
The guidance for members has been updated and can be

downloaded from the Members Area, Information
Sheets for Landlords page.
Ruth Clarke

FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS
Since 1 January 1997 persons who hire out furniture in
the course of a business (and this includes furniture
provided with rented accommodation) are required to
comply with the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire)
(Safety) Amendment Regulations 1993.
The regulations require that:
• All new furniture (except mattresses, bed bases,
pillows, scatter cushions, seat pads and loose and
stretch covers for furniture) must carry a display
label at the point of sale. This is the retailer’s
responsibility.
•

All new furniture (except mattresses and bed bases)
and loose and stretch covers are required to carry a
permanent label providing information about their
fire-retardant properties. Such a label will indicate
compliance
Lack of a compliance label in second-hand furniture
would not necessarily imply non-compliance as the
label might have been removed.
Generally, if second-hand furniture has not been bought
from a reputable dealer and is not labelled, then it
should be assumed that the furniture will fail to meet the
regulations.
The regulations relate to:
• Furniture intended for private use in a dwelling e.g.
chairs, sofa
• Beds, headboard and mattresses
• Cushions and seat pads
• Pillows
• Nursery and children’s furniture
The regulations do not apply to:
• Furniture made before 1950
• sleeping bags
• bedclothes (including duvets) loose covers for
mattresses pillowcases
• curtains
• carpets
As a general rule, only furniture manufactured since

1988 is likely to comply with the regulations. Check all
furniture in your property, and ensure there is a
permanent label fixed to it. This label will be in one of
the following styles:
Items of furniture that do not have the fixed labels
showing they comply, should be replaced. It is a
criminal offence to supply furniture that does not
comply, which can result in a fine up to a maximum of
£5,000.
The regulations relate only to items provided by the
landlord and do not apply to items provided by the
tenants for which the landlord is not responsible.
For further information about Furniture and Furnishing
Regulations contact Cornwall Council Trading
Standards Officers Tel: 01872 322000 Website:
www.cornwall.gov.uk.
Ruth Clarke
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LABOUR MP DEMANDS COVID RENT ARREARS TO
BE PAID BY PUBLIC FUNDS
Labour MP Stephen Timms has asked Housing
Secretary Robert Jenrick to commit to five measures to
tighten controls on the private rental sector.
Timms wants:
• The Housing Act to be amended to protect renters
who have lost income during the Coronavirus
pandemic;
• The Renters Reform Bill to be introduced as soon as
possible to stop landlords using what he calls ‘no
fault evictions’ during the rest of the pandemic;
• Funding for councils to clear tenants’ debts in areas
where the Local Housing Allowance is deemed
inadequate;
• Support given to landlords “at a serious risk of
financial hardship” - but this would only be to allow
landlords to claim up to 80 per cent of income lost
through arrears;

The government to “properly resource local authority
regulation of the private rental sector so they are able to
help protect tenants from illegal eviction and
harassment.”
Timms makes the call in a letter to Jenrick, in which he
claims that over 500,000 private rental tenants are now
in arrears as a result of the pandemic, which he claims
has disproportionately hit renters from the ethnic
minorities and poorer sections of the community.
“At present there is no policy framework in place to
deal with the growing rent arrears crisis. In the absence
of any regulation, therefore, landlords are incentivised
to take their tenants to court in order to claim unpaid
rent. Renters are left to fend for themselves” writes
Timms, who is Labour MP for the London seat of East
Ham.
From Landlord Today

TORY MP SAYS COUNCIL LICENSING ‘JUST A
CHARGE ON GOOD LANDLORDS’
A Conservative MP is weighing in, in support of
landlords arguing against a £700 licensing fee by the
local council saying: “Southend Council already has the
powers to tackle rogue landlords, and I am afraid this
proposal is just a tax on the town’s good landlords. It
will disincentivise new landlords from coming to the
marketplace and give a reason for existing landlords to
get out of the sector. This will lead to a reduction in the
number of properties available to rent in Southend and
in turn push up rent prices for residents. I am sure the
council’s intentions are good, but this proposal will just
drive the very behaviours they are hoping to avoid.”
His comments to the Southend Echo come after a
dispute between the council and local landlords body,
SEAL.
Southend council wants landlords to pay a £700 per
property selective licence fee but in its consultation it
asks what SEAL believes are leading questions.
Judith Codarin, SEAL secretary, says: “There were
questions with basically one answer like would you like

to improve your home and would you like less
antisocial behaviour? There is only one answer to
questions like that. No one is going to say they want
worse housing and more antisocial behaviour. We’ve
tried to move forward on this but the way they have
done it is totally political. Everyone wants these things
but the way it is being pushed through is very
inappropriate timing when we are all trying to catch up
with issues around the pandemic.”
From Landlord Today

We are expecting to see a consultation on
further licensing coming from Cornwall
Council.
Please make sure your local councillor
and your MP are aware of the damage
such schemes can cause

DITCH PROPERTY LICENSING AND EMBRACE
PROPERTY MOTs, EXPERT TELLS COUNCILS
PRS expert Kate Faulkner has claimed that the growing
number of property licensing schemes being introduced
across the UK are the wrong approach, and that a
‘property MOT’ would be a simpler, easier and much
cheaper way to ensure properties are safe for tenants to
live in.
Speaking during the opening debate of the
online National Landlord Investment show today,
Faulkner made an impassioned pitch for property
MOTs, which have been developed by The Lettings
Industry Council.
She claims that these would ensure landlords and letting
agents only allowed properties that had all the correct

gas, electrical and EPC certificates prior to being
offered to tenants.
The problem with the unwieldy selective licensing
schemes being introduced at speed by dozens of
boroughs this year, is that they regulated properties after
they have been rented out, not before.
Car MOTs
“A property MOT would be as simple as the motor
vehicle system,” she says. “If a car has not passed its
MOT then the ANPR camera system picks that up and
you get stopped by the police.”
Faulkner says a property MOT would mean properties
(Continued on page 8)
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DITCH PROPERTY LICENSING AND EMBRACE
PROPERTY MOTs, EXPERT TELLS COUNCILS
could not be advertised on the major portals or
elsewhere without an MOT.
“How did we get to the point where major portals like
Rightmove are advertising properties to rent that are
often being let illegally?” she says.
“Property MOTs will make it much more difficult for
rogue landlords or ill-informed accidental landlords to
enter the market.
Faulkner says the crucial bit is that a property MOT is
much cheaper than licensing – which is admin heavy

and ineffectual because it only punishes the good
landlords and often fails to punish the bad ones, who
just side-step it.
“A property should only reach a potential tenant once it
has got an MOT, rather than councils having to chase
properties for compliance long after they have been
rented out, so by introducing them they will save
landlords and councils money.”
From Landlord Zone

SENIOR CHURCH FIGURE STANDS UP FOR RENTING
AS A TENURE
A senior Anglican priest has stood up for renting as a
concept, and suggests Britain is too pre-occupied with
home ownership.
Angela Tilby, a Canon Emeritus of Christ Church in
Oxford, says in the Church Times that recent calls by
other respected church leaders for more affordable
homes are entirely reasonable.
She suggests renting, whether private or from councils
or housing associations, is a laudable and respectable
tenure, given much higher status in some other
countries.
She writes: “There is a strange snobbery about housing
in Britain, where it is simply taken for granted that all
right-minded people must aspire to owning their own
property: hence the mantra of Britain as a propertyowning democracy.
“But there is no particular virtue in home-ownership. In
Europe and the United States, people rent across the
social spectrum.
“Now that mortgages are often beyond the reach even of
those earning reasonably good incomes, the aspiration
to ownership for all may fade, and this would be a good
thing for society as a whole. It might lead to developers’
caring more about the quality of new-build
accommodation, whether for private or council let.
“There is no great mystery about what people want in a

home: safety, accessibility, a view, access to green
space, privacy, and belonging. There is surely a place
for ‘reimagining’, as Archbishop Welby puts it, what it
means to have a home, not a mere ‘unit’ — a place
where human beings thrive as they live and sleep and
work and nurture children.”
She goes on to explains that the Peabody estates in
London “communicate dignity on a human scale” and
enhance the urban landscape and inspire affection from
those who live in them.
She continues: “In my pandemic walks, I have crossed
several council estates here in Portsmouth. Some feel
like communities and look well cared for, but too many
are dreary and functional. The mess left in walkways
and streets is a clear indicator of what their inhabitants
think of them.
“There are blocks of flats where the only decorative
features are large panels in primary colours that catch
the eye from the road. The message that they send is
that the inhabitants are children: the colours are those of
the nursery.
“We must stop patronising those who need a home, and
who do not or cannot buy into our curious passion for
home ownership. Why can’t we produce social housing
that makes homeowners a bit envious?”
From Landlord Today

FAULTY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES CAUSE 43 FIRES
A WEEK IN ENGLAND
Faulty appliances cause an average of 43 fires a week in
England alone, according to an electrical product
platform.
Research by Electrical Direct shows that 15,000
accidental fires in homes across England - not all
attributable to faulty appliances - occurred between
April 2019 and March 2020, with cookers, toasters, and
hobs reported to be the most likely to cause fires.
Cookers were responsible for 8,000 accidental fires in
2019/20, some 53 per cent of total appliance fires in
England. Hot plates and toasters came second and third,
causing 11 per cent and nine per cent of fires
respectively.
The most common causes for accidental appliance fires
were placing household items too close to sources of

heat, misuse of appliances and reported faults; but 15
per cent of accidental blazes were down to the
appliances being faulty.
The biggest culprits in this category were washing
machines, accountable for nearly a quarter (23 per cent)
followed by tumble dryers (20 per cent) and cookers
(nine per cent).
Dominick Sandford, director at ElectricalDirect, says:
“Make sure new appliances are registered so that
manufacturers can contact you in the event of any
problems. It is easy to do and takes minutes, just
visit registermyappliance.org.uk.
“If you notice an appliance isn’t working properly make
sure you seek professional help when looking to get it
repaired. Attempting to repair an appliance yourself
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FAULTY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES CAUSE 43 FIRES
A WEEK IN ENGLAND
may result in further damage, increasing the risk of fire
and even electrocution.”
From Landlord Today

We recommend that landlords have
Portable Appliance Testing carried out
on a regular basis on all equipment
provided. Why not offer to include
testing of tenant’s own products and

share costs.
If you have any fire safety queries contact
Jeff hick for FREE initial advice
Tel: 01872 277256
or
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

BUDGET
KEY POINTS
In no particular order

Universal Credit
• Uplift of £20 per week extended for another six
months – in form of £500 payment
• Universal Credit advances to be recovered over 24
months where taken out after April 2021
• Maximum rate for recovery of Universal Credit
advances to be 25% of standard allowance
Local Housing Allowance From June 2021
• Care leavers under 25 to be exempt from Shared
Accommodation Rate
• Anyone under 25 who has spent at least three
months in a homelessness hostel to be exempt from
Shared Accommodation Rate
Furlough Scheme
• Extended to end September but with employer
contribution in July, August and September
Support for Self Employed
• To continue until September
Living Wage
• To be increased to £8.91 from April 2021
Income Tax
• The personal allowance will increase to £12,750
and then remain at that rate until 2026.
• The higher-rate threshold will increase next year to
£50,270 next year and also remain at that rate until
2026.
National Insurance
• Contributions thresholds to rise in line with
Consumer Prices Index
• Primary threshold/lower profits limit will be
£9,568 until April 2026
• Upper earnings/profit limit will be £50,270 until
April 2026.
Pensions Lifetime Allowance to be frozen
Inheritance Tax
• To remain at £325,000 until April 2026
Stamp Duty
• Holiday on duty payable on properties up to
£500,000 continues until the end of June.
• Holiday on duty payable on properties up to

£250,000 continues until the end of September.
Return to usual levels (payable on purchases over
£125,000) from 1 October
Capital Gains Tax
• Annual exemption to remain at £12,500 for
individuals, personal representatives and certain
types of trusts until April 2026
• Annual exemption for other trusts to be £6,150 until
April 2026
Corporation Tax From April 2023
• Businesses with profits of more than £250,000 will
be taxed at 25% rate;
• Companies with profits of less than £50,000 will be
taxed at 19%.
Businesses to be able to carry back losses of up to
£2m in each of 2020/21 and 2021/22
VAT registration threshold remains at £85,000 until
2024
Tax Penalties To Be Reformed To Points Based
System for VAT and Income Tax Self Assessment
• To come into effect for VAT taxpayers from
2022/23 tax year,
• To come into effect for taxpayers with business or
property income over £10k per year from 2023/4
tax year
• To come into effect for all others from 2024/5 tax
year.
Duties
• Alcohol duties to be frozen
• Fuel duty to be frozen.
Ruth Clarke
•
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LANDLORD RESPONSIBILITIES FIXTURES AND
FITTINGS GUIDE
Landlords of both domestic and commercial properties
have a legal duty to keep it in a safe and good condition,
which means carrying out certain repairs in a timely
manner.
However, tenants are also expected to look after the
property, including any landlord’s fixtures and fittings
provided, and are likely to be responsible for minor
repairs.
Here, we’ll look at the specific responsibilities relating
to fixtures and fittings.
What are fixtures and fittings?
Fixtures and fittings is often thought of as a catch-all
term for items attached to a property but, while the term
‘fittings’ has no legal definition, there is a broadly
accepted distinction between the two. Fixtures are items
that are permanently attached – or fixed – to the
property, like a fitted kitchen, boiler, baths, sinks and
toilets. Such items would almost always be included in
the sale of a house.
Fittings can also be attached to the property, but are
generally more temporary in nature, and can include
things like mirrors, curtains or blinds, and some
shelving or cabinets hung on a wall.
What fixtures and fittings is a landlord responsible
for?
The tenancy agreement should list what types of fixtures
and fittings the landlord is responsible for repairing, and
the tenants’ duty to look after things and not to cause
any damage beyond normal wear and tear.
Broadly, as a landlord, you will be responsible for
anything that was in the property when the tenant
moved in, such as:
Permanent bathroom and kitchen fittings
Boilers and other heating equipment like radiators,
pipes, gas fires
Supplied appliances like cookers and washing machines
if included in the tenancy agreement
Drainage, water pipes and gutters
Electrical wiring and permanent light fittings
Chimneys, flues and ventilation
Structural items like roofing material, broken
floorboards and bannisters, faulty windows and doors
What should the tenant repair?
Tenants are expected to carry out minor repairs that
most competent people could do themselves, such as
changing light bulbs and fuses, and unblocking sinks or
baths,
and
redecorating
any
walls
they
damage. Depending on the terms of the tenancy
agreement, the tenant may also be responsible for
keeping the garden in the same condition as when they
moved in.
Can landlords refuse to carry out repairs?
Although landlords are responsible for repairing fixtures
and fittings under Section 11 of the Landlord and
Tenant Act 1985, there are some exceptions where
either the tenant is responsible or no action is required
by law.
Specifically, these are:
Damage caused by the tenant misusing equipment or
deliberately or recklessly damaging it

If there is destruction or damage by fire, tempest, flood
or other inevitable accident, the landlord is not required
to rebuild or reinstate the property
Damage to anything the tenant has brought into the
property and is entitled to remove
If the tenant decides to install their own washing
machine, they are responsible both for its safety and
maintenance, and for repairing any damage it may
cause, such as water damage following a leak.
What happens if a fixture or fitting needs repairing?
The landlord is required to carry out necessary repairs to
fixtures and fittings only once they have been notified
of a problem by the tenant.
Once you have been notified by the tenant, you can
arrange to visit the property for an inspection, giving a
minimum of 24 hours’ notice, or whatever time period
is specified in the tenancy agreement.
You may sometimes be happy for the tenant to arrange
the repair themselves, but cannot force them to do so if
you are legally responsible. It’s worth asking the tenant
to get more than one estimate – after all, you’re paying
the bill.
Where you either want to do the repair yourself or
arrange for a tradesperson to carry it out, you must
again give the required notice period. If you fail to carry
out repairs for which you are legally responsible, the
tenant may have the right to go to court for “housing
disrepair” compensation.
Who is responsible for insuring fixtures and fittings?
Landlords are responsible for insuring their own fixtures
and fittings, but do not have to provide cover for
anything brought into the property by tenants.
Does contents insurance cover fixtures and fittings?
Alan Boswell’s landlord contents insurance includes
cover for domestic furniture and furnishings including
carpets, curtains, blinds, light fittings and white goods.
Things like external pipes, drains, guttering etc, can be
covered under landlord buildings insurance, which
includes up to £5,000 of cover for landlord’s fixtures,
fittings and white goods.
Fixtures and fittings in a business
Things get slightly more complicated for fixtures and
fittings in commercial premises, as tenants will often
make alterations to the interior of a building or install
fixtures that specifically relate to their business.
In essence, fixtures and fittings belonging to the
landlord must be safe to use and maintained by them,
while the tenant is responsible for any that they install.
Much will depend on the exact terms of the lease, which
will specify who is responsible for what. Where a
property is rented out to multiple tenants, landlords are
likely to be responsible for all fixtures and fittings in
communal areas.
From Alan Boswell
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HOW TO DECORATE AND FURNISH YOUR
RESIDENTIAL RENTAL PROPERTY
The basics
Is it Practical and Durable?
‘Will it save me time and money in the long run’? and
‘is it practical and durable’? These should be your main
considerations when planning how to decorate and
furnish your residential rental property.
Always use professional, qualified trades. This will
most importantly ensure everything you do is legally
compliant, safe, and carried out to a high standard. It
might mean higher costs initially but will almost
certainly save you time and money in the long run.
Cutting corners now, will cost you further down the line
and may also attract the sort of tenants that are less
inclined to take care of your property.
Bathrooms
Think sturdy and practical. Good quality taps will last
longer, a solid bath is less likely to get damaged and
plenty of tiling will better protect your walls. Flooring is
important here too. If the bathroom is on a first floor
then be mindful that with a tiled floor, the boards
underneath may move over time, so maybe consider
lino with a good seal around the edges as a cheaper and
lower maintenance alternative. Avoid anything that has
the potential to rot or warp if not maintained, especially
carpet – an absolute no for bathrooms under any
circumstances.
If you decide to tile onto a bathroom floor and it has
floorboards or chipboard, get a professional in. If you
do decide to lay the floors yourself, make sure you do
the basics well. As a minimum, use 20mm thick ply and
screw it down with lots of screws to minimise
movement. This will be your base to tile onto.
Making sure your bathroom has a bath is a necessity if
you’re considering letting out to families. If you have
the space for both a bath and a shower, then that will be
perfect. If you only have room for a bath or a shower,
then go for a bath with a shower over. Also make sure it
has good pressure.
Kitchens
Sturdy, practical and neutral need to be your main
considerations for a kitchen in a rental property. Ideally
buy heat and scratch resistant worktops. These will
withstand tenants potentially chopping and putting pans
directly onto the work surface.
Stainless steel or ceramic sinks are better than any
plastic-based ones, as they are easier to keep clean and
are more durable. Also make sure your kitchen has an
extractor hood and decent ventilation to minimise the
risk of condensation related issues.
Finally, choose flooring that will cope with heavy usage
and is low maintenance. No carpet or real wood and be
sure that if you use laminate flooring, its one
specifically designed for kitchen use, is sealed correctly
and has a long guarantee.
Electric sockets
Provide plenty of electric sockets throughout the house,
possibly with USB charging ports built in. Otherwise,
you are at risk of tenants using lots of extension cables,
which in turn could become fire hazards.
Storage

If you have the space to build in some storage, this will
prove popular with your tenants. It will also help them
to feel like it is a long-term home if you make it easier
for them to keep it tidy and clutter free.
Décor and Furnishings
Walls
Smooth walls and ceilings and white or magnolia paint
every time. Do not ever be tempted to personalise the
property. Its going to be somebody else’s home and you
will limit your market in doing so. The bonus of
keeping everything neutral is that when tenants move
out, painting over white or magnolia is quick and far
cheaper than if you have gone for fashionable colours or
a wallpapered featured wall.
You might want to think about mould resistant paint for
the high moisture areas, such as kitchens and bathrooms
and go for good quality branded paint such as Dulux but
not anything too grand. Keep your Farrow and Ball for
your own home!
Flooring
Explain to your local flooring company that your
property will be a residential let and then go for the
most durable and neutral flooring they recommend.
Ideally, hard floors in hallways, kitchens and bathrooms
and then carpets in the bedrooms. The living area can be
either.
Where you have carpet fitted, invest in a good quality
underlay. This will extend the life of the carpet and
provide better heat and sound insulation. Also, you will
not need to replace the underlay every time you need to
replace the carpet.
Budget to replace your carpets, at least in the higher
traffic areas every 5-7 years. Any replacements prior to
this would most likely be down to tenants not looking
after it properly. If this is the case then this should be
covered by their deposit. After 5 years, it is the decent
thing as a landlord to replace it yourself.
Furniture
My advice would be that you do not furnish your
residential let property. Letting a property with furniture
that does not legally comply could lead to a hefty fine,
or even prison for the landlord if something goes wrong.
So, it’s just not worth the risk.
The only potential exceptions to this would be for you
to provide a fridge/freezer, oven, hob and/or washing
machine. However, all electrical items provided will
need to be PAT tested yearly to be sure they are safe
and legally compliant. You will also be obliged to
replace them should they break.
Curtains
It is a nice touch to provide window coverings to at least
the main living area. This can be curtains or blinds but
at the very least it wise to provide all the main rooms
with curtain poles. From a practical perspective, do you
really want tenants with little to no DIY skills drilling
holes in your newly decorated walls?!
Lighting
All the lighting sockets should have new, low energy
bulbs at the start of the tenancy and possibly provide
(Continued on page 12)
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HOW TO DECORATE AND FURNISH YOUR
RESIDENTIAL RENTAL PROPERTY
stylish but neutral light shades. The shades are
cosmetic, but they look better than bare bulbs when you
are marketing the property. This will also save your
tenants having to splash out on bulbs the day they move
in.
Garden
Set the garden up to be as low maintenance as possible.
Check that fences will stand the test of time and that
each tenancy starts with a tidy, weed-free garden. You
might also want to consider removing any high
maintenance plants or accept they may not survive a
tenancy.
If you’re particularly fond of your garden plants or
pristine lawn, then consider building into the rent the
cost of a gardener. Another option would be to try to
find a tenant that’s a keen gardener . Then provide them
with the right tools to keep on top of it. Do not expect a
non-green fingered tenant to do much more than mow
the lawn and weed occasionally.
Providing a garden shed or garage space for your
tenants where possible is also a good idea
Other considerations
Heating and boilers
Its best to get a well-known and established boiler
brand, with a minimum of 3 but preferably a 5-7-year
warranty. This is a larger initial cost but will save you
money and time in the long run. It will be easier to get
parts and local trades will have a better idea of how to
fix any problems. Additionally, you’ll have peace of
mind that should anything go wrong in the first few
years, you won’t have a large bill to pay.
Extractors and ventilation
If you’re concerned about condensation in your
property, then consider an air extractor or heated PIV
(positive input ventilation) unit. This will cut down the
potential for condensation and ultimately mould. This
will make for a nice living environment for your tenants
and lower long-term maintenance for you.
Windows, Soffits and Facias
Check these and repair or replace with UPVC as its
lower maintenance than wood. If you must have wood,

budget for these to be checked and maintained every 2-3
years. Where you can, replace windows with UPVC
double glazing. This will add value to your property, be
lower maintenance for you and reduce heating bills for
your tenants.
Take an inventory
Take a full inventory with photos at the start of the
tenancy. Then be sure that you and your tenants sign it.
Be sure to give them time to make amendments to it in
the first few days of their tenancy. This will reduce any
potential disagreements at the end of the tenancy. The
inventory should include any pre-existing issues, even
slight cosmetic marks, or blemishes.
Please be mindful that you need to be reasonable with
your expectations of your tenants. There will be some
normal living wear and tear and you should allow for
this.
Only deduct from the security deposit where there has
been deliberate damage or negligence by your tenant.
As an example, scuff marks, or slightly tired looking
walls after a couple of years are to be expected. If,
however, the house needs to be completely decorated
after 6 months, then this would almost certainly be
down to negligence by the tenant.
If your property is or is to be fully managed, you agent
will take care of this for you.
And Finally
Do not forget to that your property must be legally
compliant
From CAM Lettings
Tel: 01736 755077
Email: info@camresidentiallettings.co.uk
www.camlettings.co.uk

Remember CAM Lettings offer CRLA
members a 2% discount on their
management fees
Only properties within a 20 mile radius
of Hayle

HOW AND WHY TO DO PERIODIC INSPECTIONS
DURING THE PANDEMIC
Let me first make it clear - we are in no way questioning
the current guidelines that periodic inspections should
not be taking place in person during lockdown/self
isolation. However there are other options available and
there are several reasons why these should be
considered.
Firstly I think it is worth considering why landlords or
their agents should undertake inspections in normal
circumstances. The Landlord and Tenant Act 1985 gives
landlords the right to enter the premises to view the
“condition and state of repair”. This enables the
condition of the property to be monitored for
maintenance issues and tenant breaches of the lease.
The tenant also agrees to inspections under the terms of
their Tenancy Agreement.

During an inspection the property can be checked to
ensure that it is legally compliant with no significant
health and safety issues. Maintenance issues can be
identified and resolved before they become an
expensive problem. It may be possible to discover if a
property is being sub-let or over-occupied, or if tenants
are smoking in the property or have pets. Smoke and
carbon monoxide alarms can be tested, services and
electrical items can be visually checked.
Despite the lockdown it is still important that issues are
identified and landlords are understandably concerned if
their properties are not inspected for what is turning out
to be a lengthy period of time. In some cases those
tenants who have considered buying pets or sub-letting
may be more inclined to proceed on the basis that no
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HOW AND WHY TO DO PERIODIC INSPECTIONS
DURING THE PANDEMIC
one in person will be inspecting the property they rent.
There may be less fear of being caught with the
extended notice period of 6 months and even if a breach
was detected and resulted in section 8; the Court’s have
a significant backlog. On numerous inspections over the
years we have found smoke alarms with batteries out or
that are faulty and once prompted the tenant will replace
the batteries and agents can follow this up. I am sure
you understand that this is an area of high importance
which could easily be missed during lockdown
procedures if no action is taken to find a solution to
cover inspections. We also frequently identify
maintenance issues that tenants may not realise can
develop into more serious problems, or even notice
themselves. Within these lockdown periods that small
leak they don’t notice can become a significant bill for a
landlord.
With most people spending more time at home during
lockdown it seems even more important to check that
these items are monitored. I know that my house is
taking more of a hammering than normal with a small
child trapped inside! However the issue is how to do
this in a COVID-safe manner? Some Agents have taken
to video inspections and self-service tenant reports to

solve these issues. Inventory clerks like ourselves are
able to provide this service. Videos show the property in
their entirety and reports can include set questions and
photographs included. The questions included within a
self-service report mean that a tenant has to confirm that
different breaches are not occurring and it is stated what
areas must be photographed; whilst a video enables the
clerk to ask to see certain areas. Each has their own
merits and limitations. Obviously without entering the
property it is possible for tenants to hide certain aspects
or problems. We feel strongly though, that some contact
with tenants through completing a virtual inspection is
contact nevertheless. A tenant that is aware their
Landlord is monitoring the condition and the way the
Tenancy is being conducted should continue to act in a
tenant like manner despite the lockdown we face
ourselves with.
From Cornish Inventories
07891 635614
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/

Cornish Inventories offer 20% Discount
To CRLA Members

ONLY SMALL MINORITY OF LANDLORDS USE
AGENTS, NEW REPORT SUGGESTS
A new survey suggests only a small minority of
landlords use agents to partly or wholly manage their
portfolios.
The survey, by industry suppliers mydeposits and Ome,
was of over 14,200 landlords agents and tenants.
It considered factors such as the relationship between
different parties, challenges and changes in the market,
the impact of the pandemic, regulation and government
support.
It discovered the most landlords surveyed were selfmanaged, with 65 per cent managing their own
portfolio. Only 13 per cent of landlords used full
management via an agent and 16 per cent were both self
-managed and agent managed. When questioned, 31 per
cent of landlords were very confident with their choice
of property management.
On average tenants rate their relationship with their
landlord 7.4 out of 10. Agents and landlords are also
overwhelmingly positive, with 60 per cent rating their
relationship with their tenant nine or 10 out of 10.
The majority of landlord respondents (80 per cent) have
been in the buy to let sector for more than five years,
with 65 per cent feeling that the industry has changed
for the worse for reasons predominantly linked to
regulation, legislation and tax.
These reasons have also led to 90 per of landlords and
agents feeling unsupported by the government. Yet
despite this, 79 per cent still plan to remain landlords
over the next five years.
Tenants’ views on whether renting offers value for
money are split. Some 49 per cent say it does not offer

good value, citing that renting is overpriced, leaves
them unable to save and is more expensive than a
mortgage. For some, it is the only option as they cannot
afford the initial deposit required to buy.
The other half of tenants (51 per cent) think renting
does offer value for money owing to its flexibility and
being absolved from maintenance costs – a view also
shared by three quarters of landlords and agents.
However, homeownership remains a long-term
aspiration for 67 per cent.
Only six per cent of landlords, agents and tenants have
used a deposit replacement service, while 31 per cent
would consider trying one in the future.
Despite reports of large-scale rent arrears, 95 per cent
of tenants said they are not in arrears due to Covid-19.
Of those who have struggled, 58 per cent said their
landlord had been accommodating, with 31 per cent
offering reduced rent or a rent holiday. Conversely, 31
per cent of landlords and agents said their tenants were
in arrears due to the pandemic. Both landlords and
agents also identified rent arrears as one of the greatest
challenges in the rental market, as well as legislation.
From Landlord Today
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LANDLORD SHOCKED AT DAMAGE FROM CANNABIS
FACTORY IN BUY TO LET
A gas engineer was shocked to come across a large
cannabis grow in a rental property after being called to
change the meter.
He rang the police having smelt a strong smell of the
drugs from a house in Blidworth, Nottinghamshire.
Officers were alerted and managed to gain entry to the
property and found around 30 cannabis plants across
two rooms, the attic and the garage, as well as more
drugs in boxes.
An electricity engineer later confirmed that the meter
had been bypassed illegally allowing power to the
cultivation in the garage and the upstairs bedroom. The
cost of the stolen electricity was found to be close to the
value of £2,500.
The landlord was shocked to be informed by police of
the grow and the hefty repair bill. The cost of the repairs
due to the damage caused to the property by the
offender making holes in ceilings and water damage to
floors and carpets was valued at £3,455.
The tenant pleaded guilty to production of drug class B
- cannabis - as well as the abstraction of electricity and
criminal damage.
He was given a two-year prison sentence, suspended for
two years, when he appeared at Nottingham Crown
Court.
A police spokesman said: "We work on intelligence and
information from the local community and we act on

anything we receive, in this incident the gas engineer
called police straight away having smelt the drugs. We
are dedicated to interrupting drug supply across
Nottinghamshire, it preys on vulnerable people, fuels
crime and causes nuisance to those who live nearby.
We also found that the electricity had been by-passed at
the premises, this can put not only the offenders lives at
risk with illegal and unsafe tampering of the electricity
supply, but also their neighbours.”
From Landlord Today

Please check with your insurance agent
to ensure that your property is covered if
this happens to you. Some insurance
companies do not cover damage from
cannabis farming
If you have queries relating to insurance
Steve Cox of Alan Boswell Insurance
Agents will be joining us for our July online meeting
A link will be emailed out to all CRLA
members where we have an email
address on record

LANDLORD INSURANCE TOP 10 THINGS TO LOOK
OUT FOR
Comparing landlord insurance quotes can be hard work.
You could put the policy documents next to each other
and try to spot the differences – but what do you do if
you have 20 or 30 to compare? How do you work out
which one is right for you?
• Check for additional fees
Some companies hook you with a cheap premium but
charge hefty admin fees if you want to make changes
down the line. While checking the small print, it’s
worth looking at the payment options and charges,
because a cheap premium can get expensive if you’re
paying monthly.
• Get a UK-based claims service
Insurance is a funny purchase; you buy it in the hope
you never have to use it. However, the claims process is
where you see the true value of your policy. A key thing
to look out for is a UK-based company that runs its own
call centres and has control over the quality of its
service.
• Home insurance is not the same as landlord
insurance
Many landlords don’t realise they need specific
insurance for their buy-to-let properties. However,
home insurance is designed for owner-occupied
properties, not tenanted properties. Although some
home insurance products may stretch to renting out the
property, they are not designed specifically for it. Make
sure you seek out adequate landlord insurance and don’t

leave things to chance.
• Make sure loss-of-rent is included
If your property suffers a claim, most landlord products
should include cover to provide an income while the
property is uninhabitable. If your insurance policy does
not include this, you could end up out of pocket as the
result of a claim.
• Ensure that malicious damage is covered
Malicious damage by a tenant is surprisingly common.
When comparing policy details, look for malicious
damage cover. It may be included, but it can also be an
add-on, depending on the insurer. Make sure you’re
clear about whether this is included before you buy a
policy.
• Check excesses to avoid surprises
Some claims occur more often than others and may
have higher excesses applied as a result. Escape of
water is the most common property claim and will often
have a higher excess to cover these costs. There is
generally a standard policy excess that applies, with
specific excesses highlighted in your quotation
documentation. Make sure you read them and be happy
with what you’re signing.
• Read the important conditions of the policy
Each insurance product has terms and conditions
attached – it is essential that you follow them. An
(Continued on page 16)
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example is the condition that a tenancy agreement is in
place. While this may seem obvious, if you’re letting to
friends or family you may not put one in place.
However, the failure to do so could invalidate your
insurance.
• Ensure cover for manufacture of drugs included
This provides cover in the event that a tenant damages
your property through drug production. Cannabis farms,
for example, can lead to the destruction of property.
Failure to insure against this could destroy your
investment.
• Review unoccupancy rules

We would all love our trouble-free tenants to stay
forever, but when the average length of a tenancy is
under a year, the chances are you will have untenanted
periods. Different insurers will cover different lengths
of time. Some will give cover for up to 90 days, but
others may immediately restrict cover.
• Look at independent research
The internet is a fantastic way of researching companies
and products. Check out whether the company you’re
about to place your trust in has the trust of its customers
and has a satisfactory claims experience.
From Alan Boswell

SCAMS ARE RIFE IN THE PRIVATE LETTINGS
SECTOR, SAYS TRADING STANDARDS
Scams involving fake landlords and bogus lettings
agents are rife in the private rentals sector, and may
have been made worse by the recent increased use of
virtual viewings.
Now the National Trading Standards Estate and Letting
Agents Team - which presides over both the sales and
rentals side of the agency industry - has issued a
warning.
“Lettings scams have been an issue for a number of
years and have a devastating effect on consumers and
businesses” according to Alison Farrar, NTSELAT
operations manager.

Cornish Inventories Ltd is run by experienced
Directors and provide specialist Property Inventory
and Inspection Services to Private Landlords and
Letting Agents alike!
Competitive rates for a service tailored to specific
needs; we can be flexible with evening and weekend
appointments available.

Contact Anna Wilson
07891 635614 or 07423 197421
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/

20% Discount To CRLA Members

Virtual viewings have proliferated because of formal
restrictions on physical viewings at different times over
the past year, and because of public resistance for faceto-face meetings and entering strangers’ properties.
Farrar says many of the scams have overseas renters,
usually students, as victims - travel restrictions have
made virtual viewings even more common amongst
these would-be tenants. However, some landlords have
been duped by fake lettings agency adverts too.
Farrar says: “Criminals often place fake adverts for
properties to let, or they respond to flat-hunters’ posts,
claiming they have the perfect property.
“The criminals pose as landlords or letting agents and
offer properties to rent, taking holding deposits, security
deposits and other fees up front without allowing the
prospective tenant to see the property, often stealing
photos and property details from unsuspecting genuine
agents’ websites.
“This can cause a number of problems for the genuine
businesses who have suffered harm to their identity and
reputation, as well as costing thousands to unsuspecting
potential tenants.
“Before the pandemic made this easier for them,
criminals would use a variety of excuses to explain why
the property could not be viewed, claiming they were
out of the country, or that a tenant was in the process of
moving out.
“The victims would then pay monies up front via bank
transfers or untraceable money transfer services, and
often don’t realise the property does not exist until the
point at which they expect to move in.
“The National Trading Standards Estate and Letting
Agency Team would urge all tenants to research any
letting agency, landlord and property before agreeing to
hand over any money.
“It’s advisable to research the agent on lots of review
sites and use the internet if possible to check the
property is genuine. It’s also important to check whether
the agent needs to have redress or client money
protection membership, with different requirements in
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.”
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LANDLORDS CAN GET IT WRONG—A SUMMARY OF
SOME CASES SINCE THE LAST NEWSLETTER
Banning Order
Cornwall (Not ACRLA Member)
A landlord who persistently broke residential lettings
rules has been banned from operating in a landmark
legal ruling. The first person in the county to be issued
with such a Banning Order after Cornwall Council
applied under new legislation following years of
offending.
The order, prohibits the landlord from engaging in
residential lettings for five years and the landlord’s
name will be entered into the national Rogue Landlords
Database, which currently has only around 50 people on
it.
The Court ordered a fine of £2,500 for each of two
offences, costs of £5,515 and a victim surcharge of
£190.
Those offences related to the breach of a Prohibition
Order, allowing the property in question to be
overcrowded and failure to hold an HMO licence.
This landlord has now been convicted of offences under
the Housing Act 2004 on three separate occasions over
an eight-year period.
Due to the seriousness and repeat nature of the
offending, Cornwall Council submitted an application to
the First-Tier Tribunal Property Chamber for a Banning
Order to be made.
Last week, that order was accepted and a ban issued
immediately.
Bristol
Four year ban on any property rental and £87,000 fine
for landlord after inspectors found some of the worst
living conditions they had ever seen including three
people, including two young children, sleeping in
cupboards in the eaves of the roof.
This follows the landlord being found guilty of five
offences relating to the failure to manage a house in
multiple occupation in Avonmouth, Somerset and the
property being the subject of a Prohibition Order that
makes it illegal for people to live in the unsafe
accommodation.
Gas
Swansea
A landlord pleaded guilty to breaching Regulations 28,
36(2), 36(3) and 36(4) of the Gas Safety (Installation &
Use) Regulations 1998 and was been given a 12-month
custodial sentence, suspended for two years together
with payment of full costs of £14,883.30.
Inspectors from the Health and Safety Executive and
Gas Safe Register inspected a property in the city and
found a gas cooker which was not to current standards,
a boiler which was found to be a risk which may
constitute a danger to life, and installation pipework
considered to be immediately dangerous, exposing the
tenant and others to potentially fatal exposure to carbon
monoxide.
An HSE investigation found that the landlord failed to
have the gas appliances regularly inspected or
maintained, and failed to provide a Landlord Gas Safety
Record, all of which are legal requirements.
The landlord later complied with Improvement Notices

which required he take action to deal with these issues.
The HSE inspector said: “Landlords must ensure gas
appliances at their tenanted properties are checked by a
Gas Safe Register engineer at least every 12 months and
are maintained in a safe condition. HSE will not hesitate
to take appropriate enforcement action against those that
fall below the required standards.”
Failure to Licence
Nottingham
A landlord who failed to licence his property has been
ordered to pay back over £5,000 in rent.
The landlord has been told he has to repay Nottingham
Council £5,644.98 for Housing Benefits he was paid in
rent for a property that was operating without a
Selective Licence.
The First-tier Tribunal (Property Chamber) ordered the
landlord to repay the sum by way of a Rent Repayment
Order - a process which requires a landlord to refund a
specified amount to either a tenant or local housing
authority.
The Housing Act 2004 introduced RRO’s to cover
situations where the landlord of a property had failed to
obtain a license for a property that was required to be
licenced, and RRO’s were extended through the
Housing and Planning Act 2016 to cover a much wider
range of offences.
Nottingham
A landlord who failed to licence his properties has been
ordered to pay back £8,592.98 in housing benefit that he
was paid for two unlicensed properties.
The landlord was previously convicted of nine offences
of failing to licence properties under Nottingham
council's Selective Licensing scheme and failing to
licence two properties under the Additional Licensing
scheme, plus one other offence under the Mandatory
Licensing scheme. He was fined £24,000, £1,100 costs
and a victim surcharge of £170 by the court in October
2019.
Following the prosecution, Nottingham council applied
for a Rent Repayment Order for two properties where
Housing Benefits had been paid during the period the
properties were unlicensed. The First-tier Property
Chamber (Residential Property) has now made a
decision to make a Rent Repayment Order of £8,592.98.
A Rent Repayment Orders is where a tenant or local
authority can ask a landlord for up to 12 months of
Rent, Housing Benefit, or Universal Credit to be repaid
after a landlord has been convicted of the offence of
operating a licensed property without a licence.
Overcrowding
London
A Crown Court judge has ordered a landlord to pay
back almost £750,000 in illicit earnings made from
overcrowded properties in London plus £30,000 to
cover the local authority’s legal costs. It is believed to
be the largest such order for a planning breach made
anywhere in the country so far this year.
The landlord was told by the court that he would face a
prison term of five years and nine months if he did not
pay the order in full within three months.
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He was found guilty of failing to comply with planning
enforcement notices in April 2018 at Willesden
Magistrates Court, after investigations by Brent’s
planning enforcement team.
The case was then referred to Harrow Crown Court for
confiscation proceedings under the Proceeds of Crime
Act 2002.
The landlord’s properties were used as HMOs and, in
the words of the council, “as undersized flats.”
Prohibition Order
Tower Hamlets (London)
Two landlords have to pay almost £8,000 for letting
their flats in defiance of a Prohibition Order.
The order came into force in September 2015
prohibiting some East London premises from being
used for residential purposes. This came after an
inspection by a Tower Hamlets council environmental
health officer found the properties did not comply with
provisions of the Housing Act 2004.
In January 2017 the council’s council tax division
contacted the trading standards and environmental
health teams with information that the premises were
being occupied and let after all. This prompted an
enforcement notice to be issued relating to breaches of
planning regulations at the property. One of the
breaches related to the conversion of the upper floors
from one large multi-occupied flat to six self-contained
studios.
Despite the works being undertaken, at least three of the
hazards listed in the original 2015 Prohibition Order had
not been addressed.
One landlord was fined £2,500 relating to a breach of
regulation 5(2) (firefighting equipment and alarms) as
well as costs of £1,912 and a victim surcharge of £190,
totalling £4,802.
The second landlord was fined £1,000 on a charge
relating to the breach of the prohibition notice and will
have to pay costs of £1,912 and a victim surcharge of
£190, totalling £3,012.
Waste Management
Blackburn
Elahi Properties of Blackburn was ordered to pay
£1,259 by a court, comprised of a £750 court fine and
£500 costs after waste accumulated in the rear yard of a
tenanted property
The firm was summonsed to appear in court earlier this
month after ignoring repeated calls from the local
council to take action.
Illegal Eviction
Barnsley
A landlord has been sentenced at Barnsley Magistrates
Court to a 24-month community order, 200 hours of
unpaid work, and a 15-day rehabilitation programme
after it was revealed he had illegally evicted his tenant.
The case relates to March last year when a tenant told
the landlord he was moving temporarily to his partner’s
home to form a bubble. The landlord then broke down
the property’s front door, threw all the tenant’s
belongings into a skip.
At the hearing the landlord pleaded guilty and has been
ordered to pay compensation to the victim.

Closure Order (COVID Ban)
East London
A landlord has achieved a ‘Covid first’ after being fined
£1,000 and banned from letting out his property for
three months after his tenant rented it as a short-term let
to partygoers.
A closure order was then issued to the landlord,
preventing him from renting out the property for the
next three months.
Death of Tenant
Greater Manchester
Two men - one a landlord, the other a shopkeeper- have
been jailed after being found guilty of gross negligence
manslaughter.
In September 2017, a tenant died in his flat as result of
carbon monoxide poisoning caused by a petrol
generator which had been installed, against regulations,
in a storeroom directly beneath his flat.
Now a court has heard that the flats did not have a
legitimate electricity supply, instead a direct to the
mains connection had been installed.
The landlord, charged his tenants for electricity that was
essentially being obtained for free. This illegal activity
was detected in 2017 when an electrician was sent out
after the company became suspicious.
The electrician immediately disconnected the electricity
supply to the premises as the set up was so dangerous
with exposed live areas and scorched wires it presented
a fire and electrocution hazard. The landlord was
contacted by the electrician with details as to the steps
he would need to take in order to have the electricity
supply switched back on. The advice was ignored and a
petrol generator was sourced and rigged up a doubleended plug from the generator, so that the electricity
could be back-fed into the buildings supply, a highly
dangerous manoeuvre as it makes the plug and all of the
terminals within the building live on top of the existing
hazards reported by the electrician.
The court was told that after a customer warned both the
defendants of the dangers of using a generator indoors,
the pair moved the petrol generator from the shop into a
poorly ventilated storeroom at the rear of building,
which was directly underneath Afonso's flat. The
generator was shut inside the storeroom behind a fire
door.
Days after the death, both defendants paid £5,000 to
have the electricity supply legitimately reconnected in
the building.
However, a visit by an electrical supply company in
2018, found further dangerous activity on the electricity
meter and a petrol generator was again in use in the
same storeroom which had been underneath the
deceased tenant’s flat.
Ruth Clarke
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MEMBER BENEFITS
New Benefit

Amended Benefit

Discount to CRLA members
CAM Residential Lettings are offering 2% discount
on their usual management charges
Properties should be 20 mile radius from Hayle

Tremain Garden Services
Amended benefit
Please check what is offered

Accountancy Services and Tax Advice—FREE
INITIAL ADVICE RELATING TO YOUR
LETTINGS BUSINESS
John Savage Accountancy
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email: john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk

Counselling—DISCOUNTS
Just Be Yourself
Tel: Bhavna on 07946 423 787
Email:puretherapy1@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/counsellors/
bhavna-raithatha/
Professional counselling from a highly qualified,
experienced and accredited counsellor based in
Newquay. I provide both telephone and face to face
counselling for any issue ranging from anxiety and
depression, to relationship issues and abuse. Please see
my listing for more details: http://www.counsellingdirectory.org.uk/counsellors/bhavna-raithatha
Immediate appointments available. 10% discount for
CRLA members and family.

Beauty Treatments and Massage—DISCOUNT
Darling Angels @ Rococo
28 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2LS
Tel: 07833 473716
www.darlingangels.co.uk
10% discount for CRLA members off all full price
massage and beauty treatments
Building Supplies
B&Q DISCOUNTS through Tradepoint
Remember to use your Tradepoint Card whenever you
visit a B&Q store (even if you use the 'ordinary' cash
desk and not a Tradepoint designated till.)
Travis Perkins
Quote Card Number A17132
Account Number RR6792
This is a cash account so you will still need to pay for
goods at the time of ordering/collection
Carpets—DISCOUNTS
THE CARPET SHOP
Covering Mid Cornwall
A wide range of carpet ,vinyl, tiles and laminate
Free Expert advice
Free measuring and estimates
10% discount for all members!
30a Fair Street
St. Columb
TR9 6RL
Contact: John Clements
Shop 01637 881666
Mobile 07813179291
Email: jclements589@aol.com
Website: www.thecarpetshop.net
Cleaning and Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Taylor Maids Cornwall
Tel: Louise on 07460575391
Email: Taylormaidscornwall@gmail.com
Luxe Holiday Housekeepers
Tel: 07482366173
Email: luxeholidayservices@gmail.com
The Cornish Holiday Housekeepers Team
07474798764

Damp Service—DISCOUNTS
Chris Reynolds Independent Damp Services
Tel: 07775 927151
Email: chrisreynoldsservices@gmail.com
https://www.chrisreynoldsservices.com//
10% Discount
Debt Collection—DISCOUNTS
COLLECTaDEBTpro.com
Tel: 0845 218 5225
Email: sales@collectadebtpro.com
Online, set fee debt recovery solution which includes
intelligent multimedia strategies, investigations, trace
and litigation if required. You only pay our low set price
per account (no other costs or commissions are charged)
and most clients actually receive our services for FREE.
The CRLA have negotiated a preferential members
discount of 25% on all packages. Please use the
discount code “CRLA25” when instructing us via our
online portal at www.collectadebtpro.com.
Electrical Goods—DISCOUNTS
Dixons (Includes Currys, PCWorld, Carphone
Warehouse if in-store with any of these)
Minimum 5% discount
Contact Ruth Clarke to register for these discounts
Discounts are NOT available in-store, only on-line or
telephone

Electrician—DISCOUNTS
Guy Foreman Electrics
Tel: Guy on 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
All electrical services including installation testing and
PAT testing

(Continued on page 20)
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member benefits
Stevens and Nicholls Electrical Ltd
Tel: 07725 546958
Email: stevensandnicholls@gmail.com
10% Discount to CRLA Members
All electrical services
TEE Ltd (Technical Electrical Engineering Limited)
Tel: 01872 553541
Email: stan@teeltd.co.uk
10% Discount to CRLA Members
All electrical services
WHEELER ELECTRICAL SERVICES
FALMOUTH LTD
Free initial advice for CRLA members
Tel: 01326 212735 or
07974 693 264
Email: petewheelersparky@gmail.com or
wheelertres@talktalk.net.
Energy Performance Certificates/Room
Legionella—DISCOUNTS
EPC Cornwall
Tel: 07779120004
Email: epccornwall@btinternet.com

Plans/

Energy Performance Certificates—FREE INITIAL
ADVICE
Cornwall Home Energy Surveys
Call Vince on 01872 553685 or 07813 045992
www.energysurveyscornwall.com
Fire Safety
Jeff Hick—FREE INITIAL ADVICE RELATING
TO YOUR LETTINGS BUSINESS
Tel: Jeff on 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

Golant Fire and Security—Discounts
Tel: 01726 861116
Email: info@gfsfire.co.uk
www.https://www.gfsfire.co.uk/
Forms for Your Lettings Business—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
If you are unable to access the site for any reason please
contact Ruth Clarke
FREE to CRLA members
Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Tremain Garden Design
Established since 1997
Consultation, Design, Planting.
Gardeners Questions service
07817417998
10% Discount to CRLA Members for Consultancy Fees
AND for Design Fees

Gas and Plumbing Services—Discounts
Plumbing Solutions Truro
Plumbing and Gas. Including Landlord Safety
Certificates, Boiler Servicing, Boiler Installations and
general plumbing maintenance and repairs.
£5 discount to CRLA members on Landlord Safety
Certificates
Tel: 07918 105583
Email: adammansbridge@ymail.com
https://www.facebook.com/plumbingsolutionstruro/
Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
Heating—DISCOUNTS
Duchy ECO Heating
Tel: 01326 727398
Email: info@duchyecoheating.co.uk
www.duchyecoheating.co.uk
Home Emergency Cover
Better Home Cover – one month cover free
Tel: 0800 862 0833
Email: peter@betterhomecover.com
Use promotional code CRLA1MONTH
Landlord and General Insurance
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES AND SUPPORT TO
CRLA
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Tel: 01926 405040 OR 01926 405882
https://www.bateman-group.co.uk/
Alan Boswell Group
Tel: 01603 216399
Email: landlordenquiries@alanboswell.com
https://www.alanboswell.com/
Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Cornish Inventories Ltd
Run by experienced Directors and provide specialist
Property Inventory and Inspection Services to Private
Landlords and Letting Agents alike!
Competitive rates for a service tailored to specific
needs; we can be flexible with evening and weekend
appointments available.
Contact Anna Wilson
07891 635614 or 07423 197421
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/
20% Discount To CRLA Members
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
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member benefits
Letting Agent
DISCOUNTS

and

Property

Management—

CAM Residential Lettings
Tel: 01736 755077
Email:
info@camresidentiallettings.co.uk
www.camlettings.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees
for CRLA Members
Properties 20 mile radius from Hayle
Cornwall Homeseekers Ltd
Tel: 01872 262288
Email: rentals@cornwallhomeseekers.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members
Mould and Condensation Problems
Envirovent
Contact Charlie Bisby
Tel: 0845 2727 807
Email: cbisby@envirovent.com
Solutions to mould and condensation.
20% discount to CRLA members, larger discounts
available for large portfolios
Paint—DISCOUNTS
Leyland Paints
The Store can be found on The Treliske Industrial
Estate, Truro
Rent Books—DISCOUNTS
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
95p each, plus postage
Safety Log Books—FREE
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
Sample Letters—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
If you are unable to access the site for any reason please
contact Ruth Clarke
FREE to CRLA members
Self Storage—DISCOUNTS
Nanpean Self Storage
We offer a selection of brand new secure storage
containers with 24 hour
access and CCTV, We also offer caravan, boat and
motor home storage within a secure compound.
Mobile 07599 925026
10% DISCOUNT TO CRLA MEMBERS

Tax Investigation Insurance Cover- FREE Through
Bateman
THIS
IS
INCLUDED
IN
YOUR
MEMBERSHIP FEE
Policy documentation can be found on the CRLA
website in the Members Area under the menu item
Information Sheets for Landlords or contact Ruth
Clarke for assistance
Taxation Software—DISCOUNTS
GOSIMPLETAX
https://www.gosimpletax.com/tax-crla/
This is an on-line offer only but may be helpful to
those who prepare their own self-assessment tax
return
Tenant
Referencing
DISCOUNTS
UNDERTAKEN BY CRLA
For Assistance
Contact Ruth Clarke
Tel: 01872 554498 (mobile 07984 250129)
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

IF

TRAGO Stores – DISCOUNTS
Remember to use your Trago2Business Card whenever
you visit a Trago store for 15% discounts on most items.
If you do not have a Trago2Business card please
email sales@trago2business.co.uk or ‘phone 01579
321331 stating your name and CRLA membership
number.
TRAINING—DISCOUNTS
Sue Bryer Training
A range of courses tailored to meet landlord’s specific
needs. Currently all being held on-line
Details of each course will be circulated via emails
YOGA—DISCOUNTS
The Yoga Hut, Berkeley Vale, Falmouth.
Tel: 07769 803806
email: yogahut@btinternet.com
web: yogahut.net
10% discount for CRLA members
Electronic Storage of Risk Assessments
Send your Fire Risk Assessment or Legionnaires Risk
Assessment to us and we will store it securely with all
CRLA files and send you a reminder each year to
consider updating the assessment(s).

Please check the CRLA website for other
companies wishing to work with the
CRLA
NB: Not all companies listed on the
CRLA website Trade Directory offer
member benefits.
(Continued on page 22)
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member benefits
https://crla.org.uk/public-pages/tradedirectory/
Only the companies listed here offer
discounts or benefits to CRLA members.
These companies can also be found on the
listing in the CRLA Trade Directory on
our website

Please Note:
The free initial advice listed above does
not tie you to using the service you
contact. If you do decide to hire that
company they will quote you for the work
involved at their usual rate.

If you have a helpful supplier or efficient
professional why not suggest to them that
they could potentially increase their
business by offering discounts to CRLA
members. Give them Ruth Clarke’s
contact details.

If you would like to see your company
included in this listing please contact
Ruth Clarke.
Tel: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

Can I take this opportunity of encouraging members
considering any type of insurance to talk to the agents
included in this listing.

The commission paid by them to the CRLA helps to
keep your membership fees down.

John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Alan Boswell Group
Talking to any agent or other service provider or
supplier does not mean you are committed to
using their service(s).
Make sure you get the best product for your business.
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contact details
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
crlawp@gmail.com

Anne Ball

07971 785092
ab2112@ymail.com

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)
(01872) 271947
CALL JOHN FOR FREE INITIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND TAX ADVICEjohn@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Ann Spary

(01726) 882077

Graham Blackler

(01872) 530651
blacklgrah@aol.com

Nikki Davis

07792 928871
nikki_davis@live.co.uk

Neil Badcock

07966 66778597
neilbadcock@outlook.com

Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE INITIAL FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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diary dates

On-line Meetings
Using Zoom
16 March 2021 at 6pm
On-line meeting for landlords with student lets to network and discuss
challenges and solutions
9 April 2021 at 3pm
Mediation Webinar
To be presented by Mike Morgan of PRS
4 May 2021 at 6pm
Speaker from Cornwall Bailiffs on using the High Court
Tuesday 6th July
Speaker: Steve Cox from Alan Boswell Insurance
Further General Meetings
Meetings will be held at County Hall, Truro if possible, otherwise on-line using Zoom
(A link will be emailed to members)
Tuesday 7th September
Tuesday 2nd November
Meetings of the Directors
Meetings will be held at Glen Carne if possible, otherwise on-line using Microsoft Teams
(A link will be emailed to directors)
Thursday 14th April
Thursday 9th June
Thursday 11th August
Thursday 13th October
Thursday 8th December

All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be emailed to
crlawp@gmail.com
BY the 12th April
All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should
seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional before taking any action or entering into any

